In this paper, we give a survey of several recent extensions to hierarchical phrase-based machine translation that have been implemented in version 2 of Jane, RWTH's open source statistical machine translation toolkit. We focus on the following techniques: Insertion and deletion models, lexical scoring variants, reordering extensions with non-lexicalized reordering rules and with a discriminative lexicalized reordering model, and soft string-to-dependency hierarchical machine translation. We describe the fundamentals of each of these techniques and present experimental results obtained with Jane 2 to confirm their usefulness in state-ofthe-art hierarchical phrase-based translation (HPBT).
Introduction
Jane (Vilar et al., 2010a ) is an open source translation toolkit which has been developed at RWTH Aachen University and is freely available for non-commercial use. Jane provides efficient C++ implementations for hierarchical phrase extraction, optimization of log-linear feature weights, and parsing-based search algorithms. A modular design and flexible extension mechanisms allow for easy integration of novel features and translation approaches.
In hierarchical phrase-based translation (Chiang, 2005 (Chiang, , 2007 , a weighted synchronous context-free grammar is induced from parallel text. In addition to contiguous lexical phrases, hierarchical phrases with usually up to two gaps are extracted. Hierarchical decoding is carried out with a search procedure which is based on CYK+ parsing (Chappelier and Rajman, 1998) . Standard features that are typically inte-grated into hierarchical baseline setups are: phrase translation probabilities and lexical smoothing probabilities, each in both source-to-target and target-to-source translation directions, word and phrase penalty, binary features marking hierarchical phrases, glue rule, and rules with non-terminals at the boundaries, and an n-gram language model. Other common and simple features are source-to-target and target-to-source phrase length ratios and binary features marking phrases that have been seen more than a certain number of times-one, two, three or five times, for instance-in the training data.
Jane additionaly implements a number of advanced techniques. These range from discriminative word lexicon (DWL models and triplet lexicon models (Mauser et al., 2009; Huck et al., 2010) over syntactic enhancements like parse matching (Vilar et al., 2008) , preference grammars (Venugopal et al., 2009; Stein et al., 2010) and pseudosyntactic enhancements like poor man's syntax (Vilar et al., 2010b ) to a variety of search strategies with diverse pruning approaches and language model (LM) score estimation heuristics (Huang and Chiang, 2007; Ney, 2009, 2011) . Loglinear parameter weights can be optimized with either the downhill simplex algorithm (Nelder and Mead, 1965 ), Och's minimum error rate training (MERT) , or the margin infused relaxed algorithm (MIRA) (Chiang et al., 2009) .
The purpose of this paper is to present some features that have been added to Jane in version 2, namely insertion and deletion models (Section 2), lexical scoring variants (Section 3), reordering extensions (Section 4), and soft string-to-dependency features (Section 5). We will not address Jane's basic functionality or any other non-standard techniques that are available in Jane. Many of them have been discussed in depth in previous publications (Stein et al., 2011; Vilar et al., 2012) . We refer the reader to those and to the manual included in the Jane package. Advice on how to employ most of the features implemented in Jane can likewise be found in the manual. Jane 2 is available for download at http://www.hltpr.rwth-aachen.de/jane/.
Notational Conventions
In hierarchical phrase-based translation, we deal with rules X → ⟨α, β, ∼ ⟩ where ⟨α, β⟩ is a bilingual phrase pair that may contain symbols from a non-terminal set, i.e. α ∈ (N ∪ V F ) + and β ∈ (N ∪ V E ) + , where V F and V E are the source and target vocabulary, respectively, and N is a non-terminal set which is shared by source and target. The left-hand side of the rule is a non-terminal symbol X ∈ N , and the ∼ relation denotes a one-to-one correspondence between the non-terminals in α and in β. Let J α denote the number of terminal symbols in α and I β the number of terminal symbols in β. Indexing α with j, i.e. the symbol α j , 1 ≤ j ≤ J α , denotes the j-th terminal symbol on the source side of the phrase pair ⟨α, β⟩, and analogous with β i , 1 ≤ i ≤ I β , on the target side.
Insertion and Deletion Models
Insertion and deletion models are designed as a means to avoid the omission of content words in the hypotheses. In our case, they are implemented as phrase-level feature functions which count the number of inserted or deleted words ). An English word is considered inserted or deleted based on lexical probabilities with the words on the foreign language side of the phrase. Lexical translation probabilities from different types of lexicon models may be employed within the insertion and deletion scoring functions, e.g. a model which is extracted from wordaligned training data and-given the word alignment matrix-relies on pure relative frequencies (henceforth denoted as RF word lexicon) (Koehn et al., 2003) , or the IBM model 1 lexicon (henceforth denoted as IBM-1) (Brown et al., 1993) .
We define insertion and deletion models, each in both source-to-target and targetto-source direction, by giving phrase-level scoring functions for the features. In the Jane 2 implementation, the feature values are precomputed and written to the phrase table. The features are then incorporated directly into the log-linear model combination of the decoder.
Insertion Models
The insertion model in source-to-target direction t s2tIns (·) counts the number of inserted words on the target side β of a hierarchical rule with respect to the source side α of the rule:
Here, [·] denotes a true or false statement: The result is 1 if the condition is true and 0 if the condition is false. The model considers an occurrence of a target word e an insertion iff no source word f exists within the phrase where the lexical translation probability p(e|f) is greater than a corresponding threshold τ f . In an analogous manner to the source-to-target direction, the insertion model in target-to-source direction t t2sIns (·) counts the number of inserted words on the source side α of a hierarchical rule with respect to the target side β of the rule:
Target-to-source lexical translation probabilities p(f|e) are thresholded with values τ e which may be distinct for each target word e. The model considers an occurrence of a source word f an insertion iff no target word e exists within the phrase with p(f|e) greater than or equal to τ e .
Deletion Models
The deletion model in source-to-target direction t s2tDel (·) counts the number of deleted words on the source side α of a hierarchical rule with respect to the target side β of the rule:
It considers an occurrence of a source word f a deletion iff no target word e exists within the phrase with p(e|f) greater than or equal to τ f . The target-to-source deletion model t t2sDel (·) correspondingly considers an occurrence of a target word e a deletion iff no source word f exists within the phrase with p(f|e) greater than or equal to τ e :
Thresholding Methods for Insertion and Deletion Models
We introduce thresholding methods for insertion and deletion models which set thresholds based on the characteristics of the lexicon model that is applied. We restrict ourselves to the description of the source-to-target direction. individual τ f is a distinct value for each f, computed as the arithmetic average of all entries p(e|f) of any e with the given f in the lexicon model. global The same value τ f = τ is used for all f. We compute this global threshold by averaging over the individual thresholds. histogram n τ f is a distinct value for each f. τ f is set to the value of the n+1-th largest probability p(e|f) of any e with the given f. all All entries with probabilities larger than the floor value are not thresholded. This variant may be considered as histogram ∞. median τ f is a median-based distinct value for each f, i.e. it is set to the value that separates the higher half of the entries from the lower half of the entries p(e|f) for the given f.
Lexical Scoring
Lexical scoring on phrase level is the standard technique for phrase table smoothing in statistical machine translation (Koehn et al., 2003; Zens and Ney, 2004) . Jane 2 supports lexical smoothing as well as source-to-target sentence level lexical scoring within search with many types of lexicon models . Phrase-level lexical scores do not have to be calculated on demand for each hypothesis expansion, but can again be precomputed in advance and written to the phrase table. We present four scoring variants for lexical smoothing with RF word lexicons or IBM-1 which are provided by Jane 2. We describe the source-to-target directions. The target-to-source scores are computed similarly.
Phrase-Level Scoring Variants
The first scoring variant t Norm (·) uses an IBM-1 or RF lexicon model p(e|f) to rate the quality of a target side β given the source side α of a phrase with an included length normalization:
By dropping the length normalization we arrive at the second variant t NoNorm (·):
The third scoring variant t NoisyOr (·) is the noisy-or model proposed by Zens and Ney (Zens and Ney, 2004) :
The fourth scoring variant t Moses (·) is due to Koehn, Och and Marcu (Koehn et al., 2003) and is the standard method in the open-source Moses system (Koehn et al., 2007) :
This last variant requires the availability of word alignments {a ij } for phrase pairs ⟨α, β⟩. We store the most frequent alignment during phrase extraction and use it to compute t Moses (·).
Note that all of these scoring methods generalize to hierarchical phrase pairs which may be only partially lexicalized. Unseen events are scored with a small floor value.
Source-to-target sentence-level scores are calculated analogous to Eq. (5), but with the difference that the quality of the target side β of a rule currently chosen to expand a partial hypothesis is rated given the whole input sentence f 
Reordering Extensions
In hierarchical phrase-based machine translation, reordering is modeled implicitely as part of the translation model. Hierarchical phrase-based decoders conduct phrase reorderings based on the one-to-one relation between the non-terminals on source and target side within hierarchical translation rules. Recently, some authors have been able to improve translation quality by augmenting the hierarchical grammar with more flexible reordering mechanisms based on additional non-lexicalized reordering rules (He et al., 2010b; Sankaran and Sarkar, 2012; Li et al., 2012) . Extensions with lexicalized reordering models have also been presented in the literature lately (He et al., 2010b,a) .
Jane 2 offers both the facility to incorporate grammar-based mechanisms to perform reorderings that do not result from the application of hierarchical rules (Vilar et al., 2010a) and the optional integration of a discriminative lexicalized reordering model (Zens and Ney, 2006; . Jane 2 furthermore enables the computation of distance-based distortion costs.
Non-Lexicalized Reordering Rules
In order to allow for a more flexible arrangement of phrases in the hypotheses, a single swap rule
may be added supplementary to the standard initial rule and glue rule. The swap rule enables adjacent phrases to be transposed. Other, more complex modifications to the grammar outright replace the standard initial rule and glue rule and implement jumps across blocks of symbols. Specific jump rules put jumps across blocks on source side into effect. Blocks that are skipped by the jump rules are translated without further jumps. Reordering within these windows is possible with hierarchical rules only.
Discriminative Lexicalized Reordering Model
The discriminative lexicalized reordering model (discrim. RO) tries to predict the orientation of neighboring blocks. We use two orientation classes left and right, in the same manner as described by Zens and Ney (2006) . The reordering model is applied at the phrase boundaries only, where words which are adjacent to gaps within hierarchical phrases are defined as boundary words as well. The orientation probability is modeled in a maximum entropy framework (Berger et al., 1996) . The feature set of the model may consist of binary features based on the source word at the current source position, on the word class at the current source position, on the target word at the current target position, and on the word class at the current target position. The reordering model is trained with the generalized iterative scaling (GIS) algorithm (Darroch and Ratcliff, 1972) with the maximum class posterior probability as training criterion, and it is smoothed with a gaussian prior (Chen and Rosenfeld, 1999) . For each rule application during hierarchical decoding, the reordering model is applied at all boundaries where lexical blocks are placed side by side within the partial hypothesis. For this purpose, we need to access neighboring boundary words and their aligned source words and source positions. Note that, as hierarchical phrases are involved, several block joinings may take place at once during a single rule application. Figure 1 gives an illustration with an embedding of a lexical phrase (light) in a hierarchical phrase (dark). The gap in the hierarchical phrase ⟨f 1 f 2 X ∼0 , e 1 X ∼0 e 3 ⟩ is filled with the lexical phrase ⟨f 3 , e 2 ⟩. The discriminative reordering model scores the orientation of the lexical phrase with regard to the neighboring block of the hierarchical phrase which precedes it within the target sequence (here: right orientation), and the block of the hierarchical phrase which succeeds the lexical phrase with regard to the latter (here: left orientation).
Soft String-to-Dependency Hierarchical Machine Translation
String-to-dependency hierarchical machine translation (Shen et al., 2008 (Shen et al., , 2010 employs target-side dependency features to capture syntactically motivated relations between words even across longer distances. It implements enhancements to the hierarchical phrase-based paradigm that allow for an integration of knowledge obtained from dependency parses of the training material. Jane realizes a non-restrictive approach that does not prohibit the production of hypotheses with malformed dependency relations (Stein et al., 2010) . Jane includes a spectrum of soft string-todependency features: invalidity markers for extracted phrase dependency structures, penalty features for construction errors of the dependency tree assembled during de- coding, and dependency LM features. Dependency trees over translation hypotheses are built on-the-fly during the decoding process from information gathered in the training phase and stored in the phrase table. The soft string-to-dependency features are applied to rate the quality of the constructed tree structures. With version 2 of Jane, dependency LM scoring is-like the other features-directly integrated into the decoder (Peter et al., 2011) .
Dependency Structures in Translation
A dependency models a linguistic relationship between two words, like e.g. the subject of a sentence that depends on the verb. String-to-dependency machine translation demands the creation of dependency structures over hypotheses produced by the decoder. This can be achieved by parsing the training material and carrying the dependency structures over to the translated sentences by augmenting the entries in the phrase table with dependency information. However, the dependency structures seen on phrase level during phrase extraction are not guaranteed to be applicable for the assembling of a dependency tree during decoding. Many of the extracted phrases may be covered by structures where some of the dependencies contradict each other. Dependency structures over extracted phrases which can be considered uncritical in this respect are called valid. Valid dependency structures are of two basic types: fixed on head or floating with children. An example and a counterexample for each type are shown in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. In an approach without hard restrictions, all kinds of structures are allowed, but invalid ones are penalized. Merging heuristics allow for a composition of malformed dependency structures.
A soft approach means that we will not be able to construct a well-formed tree for all translations and that we have to cope with merging errors. During decoding, the previously extracted dependencies are used to build a dependency tree for each hypothesis. While in the optimal case the child phrase merges seamlessly into the parent phrase, often the dependencies will contradict each other and we have to devise strategies for these errors. An example of an ideal case is shown in Figure 4 , and a phrase that breaks the previous dependency structure is shown in Figure 5 . As a remedy, whenever the direction of a dependency within the child phrase points to the opposite direction of the parent phrase gap, we select the parental direction, but penalize the merging error. In a restrictive approach, the problem can be avoided by requiring the decoder to always obey the dependency directions of the extracted phrases while assembling the dependency tree.
Dependency Language Model
Jane computes several language model scores for a given tree: for each node as well as for the left and right-hand side dependencies of each node. For each of these scores, Jane also increments a distinct word count, to be included in the log-linear model, for a total of six features. Note that, while in a well-formed tree only one root can exist, we might end up with a forest rather than a single tree if several branches cannot be connected properly. In this case, the scores are computed on each resulting (partial) tree but treated as if they were computed on a single tree.
Experimental Evaluation
We present empirical results obtained with the different models on the Chinese→English 2008 NIST task.
We work with a parallel training corpus of 3.0M Chinese-English sentence pairs (77.5M Chinese / 81.0M English running words). The English target side of the data is lowercased, truecasing is part of the postprocessing pipeline. Word alignments are created by aligning the data in both directions with GIZA++ and symmetrizing the two trained alignments (Och and Ney, 2003) . We rely on the Stanford Dependency Parser (Klein and Manning, 2003) to create dependency annotation on the target side of the training data. When extracting phrases, we apply several restrictions, in particular a maximum length of 10 on source and target side for lexical phrases, a length limit of five (including non-terminal symbols) for hierarchical phrases, and no more than two gaps per phrase. The language model is a 4-gram with modified Kneser-Ney smoothing which was trained with the SRILM toolkit (Stolcke, 2002) .
We use the cube pruning algorithm (Huang and Chiang, 2007) to carry out the search. A maximum length constraint of 10 is applied to all non-terminals but the initial symbol S. Model weights are optimized against B (Papineni et al., 2002) MERT on 100-best lists. We employ MT06 as development set, MT08 is used as unseen test set. Translation quality is measured in truecase with B and T (Snover et al., 2006) . The empirical results are presented in Table 1 . By incorporating a combination of several of the advanced methods provided by Jane 2 (insertion model, discrim. RO, DWL, triplets), we are able to achieve a performce gain of +2.6% B/ -2.2% T absolute over a standard hierarchical baseline (Baseline 1) .
Conclusion
Jane is a stable and efficient state-of-the-art statistical machine translation toolkit that is freely available to the scientific community. It implements the standard hierarchical phrase-based translation approach with many extensions that further enhance the performance of the system. Version 2 of Jane features novel techniques like insertion and deletion models, lexical scoring variants, discriminative reordering extensions, and soft string-to-dependency hierarchical machine translation. We found them to be useful to achieve competitive results on large-scale tasks, and we hope that fellow researchers will benefit from the release of our toolkit.
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